WiZ Colors Barrister 9”
AL-2169

WiZ Colors WiFi connected smart LED Totem 9inch outdoor lantern. 64,000 shades of white, 16 million colors. Works with Amazon Alexa and Google Home.

Physical:

9 in W x 14.5 in H x 10.5 in Ext.
Burnished Bronze Finish
White Glass
Die Cast Aluminum

Luminosity

2200K to 6500K + RGB
CRI >80 20000 lifetime hours
50000 switching cycles
700lm
60W equivalence

Power and Connectivity:

Built-in constant voltage LED driver
100-130V 50/60Hz
16W 280mA
Electric Class II
Encrypted cloud connection with TLS1.2 security protocol
Amazon Web Services, pre-subscribed for product's lifetime
Siri comparable
Anonymous sign-in
Oauth 2.0 secured framework
Connection to Wi-Fi on 2.4 GHz frequency mode for wider coverage

32-bit CPU

2MB built-in memory

2 slots for maximum reliability during auto-updates.